
A perfect day to die

A perfect day to Die
The Grandfather's last day

        
For years, I knew this day would come, but I did not expect it this time. This is a
story that goes back a very long time - at least 712 years, but I will tell just the
recent part.  I am going to tell you about the death -passing to the other side,
passing over, transitioning, transforming, returning to the Creator, reintegrating
with the All, etc.- of a quite remarkable man known as Tlakaelel. There is so
much to tell, that it could take many books, but I will mostly focus on his last
days and the lessons this time brought me, and perhaps can bring you as well.
        Why would I write so much about a death? What relevance does this have
for you, or for our society? Is it not just a personal story? "Why did Tlakaelel
insist on my recording his words the last day, and insist that I take many
pictures? He wanted to make an example of a different way to die, and a different
way to see death, not as something that should not happen, but as a natural
passing, a natural leaving this world for the next one.
        In our current society, it seems that we are very afraid of death, so much so
that we try to deny it, to hide it, especially to hide the body of the one who has
died. It is quickly taken from the place of passing to a funeral home, and later if
there is a viewing, the physical remains of the person is made up like they are
still alive and just sleeping. "How good he looks" many say, as if their loved one
is just sleeping. They are not sleeping. The spirit no longer animates this machine
we occupy for our short time here on the planet. This machine - the physical
body will disintegrate and return to the universe. All our molecules will recycle
and become molecules floating in the air or coming down as rain, or as parts of
other bodies of trees, grass, spiders, or people. In our bodies now, are atoms and
molecules that once were part of Jesus, Einstein, Plato, and billions of other
creatures over the aeons of time on this planet and others. So many times,
Tlakaelel has said: "There is no death. In this universe, nothing is destroyed,
everything is transformed."
        In more indigenous societies, death is seen as completely natural. It is a part
of everyday life. Everything is out in the open, from butchering an animal to eat
to watching an Elder leave this world, and handling the remains of the body.
Tlakaelel often said, "It is as natural to be born as it is to die". 

 His death was as natural as I could imagine. He felt it was time, and he was
ready to move on to the next world. In so many ways, his passage was just
perfect. He already had the celebration planned with a banquet for 300 invited



people, the hall rented and ready, caterer organized, entertainment hired, all
ready to celebrate the 30  anniversary of the Sun Dance in Mexico. We just hadth

to change the theme at the last minute. Since it was during the time of the annual
ceremonies, most of us were already there. The most important day of the year,
July 26 was the anniversary of the founding of the Confederation and the city of
Mexico Tenochtitlan. Everything was ready! It was a perfect day to die!  


